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Churchill Countmyis 1oneof ten affected units of local governmenk participating in
oversight activiti6` of th4fYucca MountainmProject. Chirchilikountyiias reviewed the
Package Performancef'Study Test Protocols and proviwethe following comments
particularly in response to4u,'qu'estions on'pawge-xii.' 444 --

Churchill County encourages the Nuclear ZiigUlatory, Commission (NRC)Qi undertake
testing thatfies lts in cask failur" e-in order to better understand the performance limits and
the likelihbod of events leading to cask failure. It-j'appears-that speed and fire are two
principal eeensoconcern among the public.

One problem NRC villtceji&&neatlimitless number of-acci&de&t senarios hat can be
created for testing purposs. NRCineeds'sarch for terstnm'heb nd mechanisms that
can address the most severe and br6odest rang'eof accident conditions.

The goal shoulcbbe to understand failure conditions more thawthe successful completion
of simulated test5 <to receivea c cask testing for the
Yucca Mountain program ay.be more extensiveandj:ostly,jthe duettion of the shipping

- campaign (24 to 48 y&e)a,-r and- he 4 lif-ited funlrficakilcflikely to be-used would
justify a more intensive and Costly Vesting program.

NRC should use a combination of full-scale cask testing and simulated tests to achieve a
comprehensive analysis of a full range of accident situations. More specifically, NRC
should consider then following guidelines as it plans the cask testing program:
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1. Full-scale testing and simulated test conditions should reflect realistic (worst case)
accident conditions to the extent possible, and use computer models and other
secondary methods to support and expand testing conditions and limits.

2. Simulated test conditions should be used to exceed forces occurring under
realistic worst-case scenarios.
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3. Tests that can be repeated will build confidence in performance. For example,
fire test can be repeated and extended beyond the half hour limit. Page 53
indicates the current fire test simulates about 82 percent of all accident cases.
NRC should extend the testing to cover as many cases as possible. The fire test
could be extended until cask failure.

4. NRC needs to test a cask that will be similar to the ones used for the repository
program to the extent practicable.

5. NRC should provide recommendations to ensure or enhance cask performance.
For example, one simple approach might be to limit speeds for truck and rail
shipments. Will failures occur at speeds of sixty miles an hour or lower?

6. NRC should also incorporate realistic puncture tests, particularly for rail
shipments. It is possible for rail casks to strike objects that could penetrate cask
lining.

NRC needs to pursue testing plans for the fullest possible range of conditions with
preference for tests that can be repeated, accurately measured, and creates conditions that
approach casks failure.

If you have any questions concerning our comments, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Churchill County looks forward to reviewing the detailed test plans and procedures.

Sincerely,

AlanK I
Al /
Churchill County Yucca Mountain Oversite Office

CC: Board of County Commissioners
- Bjorn-P.-Selinder;County-Manager--

Rex Massey, RMA


